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Collection: Tim Holtz Eclectic Elements Dapper 
fabrics, Coats Dual Duty XP®

Technique: Piecing

Skill Level: Intermediate

Crafting Time: one day* 

Finished Size: 9” (23cm) H x 12”(30.5cm) W

*Crafting time based on Intermediate skill level

Featuring Tim Holtz Eclectic Elements 
Dapper fabrics, Coats Dual Duty XP®

This vintage tote features fabrics from the Tim 
Holtz Dapper collection. The full, roomy shape 
makes it a versatile tote for needlecraft projects, 
an outing or shopping.  
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Project designed by Marie Duncan 

Supplies
• Coats Dual Duty XP® all-purpose thread
• Coats® Cotton Machine Quilting thread
• 4 - Tim Holtz Eclectic Elements by Coats

40mm antique brass “D” rings

Fabric Requirements
Fabrics from Tim Holtz Eclectic Elements 
Dapper collection

(A) Cigar Box Labels PWTH061.8MULT 1⁄3 yard (.30m)
(B) Chalk Lines PWTH067.8BLUE 2⁄3 yard (.61m)
(C) Vintage Receipts  PWTH058.8MULT 1 yard (.91m)
(D) Script PWTH059.8NEUT 1⁄4 yard (.23m)

(A) (B) (C) (D)

Additional Requirements
• Fusible Fleece 1 yard (.91m)
• Straight pins
• Pinking shears
• Dual feed/walking foot
• Hand sewing needle
• Fasturn Tube Turner

Cutting
Fabric A:
2 rectangles 
5” x 12” (12.70cm x 30.48cm) for bag front and back 
2 rectangles 
5” x 7” (12.70cm x 17.78cm) for bag sides
2 rectangles 
21⁄2” x 15” (6.35cm x 38.10cm) for outer handles

Fabric B:
1 rectangle 
31⁄2” x 29” (8.89cm x 73.66cm) for inner top band
2 rectangles 
21⁄2” x 15” (6.35cm x 38.10cm) for inner handles
8 strap ends from pattern given on page 4

Fabric C:
1 rectangle 
13” x 18” (33.02cm x 45.72cm) for bag bottom
1 rectangle 
21” x 26” (53.34cm x 66.04cm) for bag lining

Fabric D:
1 rectangle 
31⁄2” x 29” (8.89cm x 73.66cm) for inner top band

From fusible fleece (45” 114.30cm) wide:
2 rectangles 
13” x 18” (33.02cm x 45.72cm) for bag bottom
2 rectangles 
5” x 12” (12.70cm x 30.48cm) for bag front and back 
2 rectangles 
5” x 7” (12.70cm x 17.78cm) for bag sides 
1 rectangle 
31⁄2” x 29” (8.89cm x 73.66cm) for outer top band 
1 rectangle 
3” x 29” (7.62cm x 73.66cm) for inner top band

Instructions
1⁄2” (1.27cm) seam allowances throughout unless otherwise 

noted.

1. Fuse the fusible fleece to the wrong side of each of
the Fabric A and Fabric C pieces. Fuse two pieces
to 13” x 18” (33.02cm x 45.72cm) bottom rectangle.

2. Thread with Coats Cotton 30 wt. thread top and
bobbin.

3. Select a straight stitch.
4. Attach your dual feed/walking foot.  Because of the

layers of fabric and fleece, this will make the fabric
feed through more evenly.

5. Quilt all the bottom and side pieces following the
lines in the print.

6. Cut a 3” x 3” (7.62cm x 7.62cm) square out of each
corner of the 13” x 18” (33.02cm x 45.72cm) bottom
rectangle

7. Place first side piece on top of the bottom, matching
the 7” (17.78cm) or 12” (30.48cm) sides.

8. Stitch.
9. Repeat with the remaining side pieces.
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10. Push the seam allowances towards the side piece
and topstitch near the seam.

11. Repeat with all the pieces.
12. Stitch the corner seams being careful to match the

bottom/side seams.
13. Push the seam allowances to one side and topstitch

the side pieces.
14. Thread with Coats Dual Duty thread top and bobbin.
15. Fold the lining corners right sides together and stitch

the seams.
16. Press the seams open.
17. Place the lining in the bag, wrong sides together and

stitch near the edge, around the top edge.
18. Make a 1” (2.54cm) pleat at each corner as shown.

1”

1”

1”
1”

19. Stitch near the edge to secure the pleats in place.
20. Fuse the 31⁄2” x 29” (8.89cm x 73.66cm) fusible fleece

rectangle on the wrong side of Fabric D top band.
21. Fuse the rectangle 3” x 29” (7.62cm x 73.66cm)

fusible fleece rectangle on the wrong side of the
Fabric B inner top band leaving 1⁄2” along one long
edge un-fused.  This is the edge we will turn under
when we hand finish the band later.

22. Press the un-fused portion on the long edge to the
wrong side of the fabric.

23. Place the two fused bands right sides together.
24. Stitch the long edges that have fleece all the way to

the edge, together.
25. Trim with a pinking shears, close to the stitching.
26. Match the two short ends, right sides together

matching the center seam.
27. Stitch.
28. Press open the short seam.
29. Fold the band wrong sides together, and press the

top edge.
30. Place the band, right sides together with the bag and

stitch in place.
31. Fold the inner band to the inside and hand stitch in

place.
32. Thread with contrasting Coats Cotton 30 wt. thread

(we used red) on top and in the bobbin.
33. Align the edge of your foot with the top edge of the

band.
34. Topstitch the top edge.
35. Align the edge of the foot with the first row of

stitching.
36. Stitch the second row of topstitching.
37. Repeat, filling the band with rows of topstitch,

aligning the edge of the foot with the previous row
of stitching each time.

38. Place one of the Fabric A and one of the Fabric B
21⁄2” x 15” (6.35cm x 38.10cm) rectangles right sides
together.

39. Stitch on each side leaving the short ends open.
40. Repeat with the other two handle pieces.
41. Trim the seam allowance with pinking shears.
42. Turn, using your Fasturn Tube Turner.
43. Press.
44. Turn the ends ¼” (.635cm) to the inside and hand

stitch to finish the handle ends.
45. Fold one end under approximately 1” and slide on a

“D” ring.
46. Stitch near the edge of the strap end, securing the

“D” ring in place.

47. Place two of the strap ends right sides together.
Repeat with the remaining strap ends so you have
four pairs.

48. Place on cotton batting.
49. Using a ¼” (.635cm) seam allowance, stitch around

the strap ends leaving the small end open.
50. Clip the corners, turn right side out.
51. Fold the open ends under ¼”(.635cm) to the inside

and hand stitch.
52. Press.
53. Topstitch near the edge, on all sides.
54. Place the strap ends on the bag band aligning the

edges with the pleat so the strap ends are 2”
(5.08cm) apart as shown.

2”

55. Stitch a rectangle ¼” (6.35cm) inside the previous
topstitching.

56. Thread the narrow end through the “D” ring and
top stitch through the layers, securing the handle in
place.
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*** Measure templates before cutting to confirm printing at 100%*** 

This square should 

measure 1" x 1"

(2.54cm x 2.54cm) 

when printed.

Cut eight
1/4” (.635cm) seam allowance




